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What Does NASCAR & Skateboarding Have in Common - Bey-Tech.com

Bey-Tech has revolutionized the SkateBoard, for The 21st Century, The Worlds First Electric
Skateboard Car.NASCAR, RoadsterBey, and the Sphinx, Gravity Hayabusa-Skateboard Bike,
Sponsors Wanted.

(PRWEB) March 4, 2005 -- Every Red Blooded American, who grew up during the 60s, and up until today,
2005, knows something about NASCARÂ�s & Skateboards.

TodayÂ�s Car Manufacturers invest heavily in the design and construction of concept cars ,i.e., those
innovative, original proto types that grabs the attention and headlines in the worlds most important automobile
shows: Tokyo, Detroit, Paris, Frankfurt and Geneva.

Some of those design simply herald production model, while others are design experiments with eccentric
shapes, highly Powerful engines and exaggeratedly luxurious interiors, right about now, your saying to yourself,
What does this have to do with NASCAR & skateboarding...well, read on, were getting to the juicy parts.

A recent Gallup poll revealed that a 28% of American are tried-and-true race fans. 38% of that total are woman;
53% work in professional, managerial, or skilled labor positions. The median yearly total of a family of race
fans is above $50,000.

Truly NASCAR history has evolved to a point where racing is no longer a sport just for Southern
Â�rednecksÂ�. It has grown from its Southern roots to places nationwide. Winston Cup races are now held in
New Hampshire, Michigan, Califorina, Arizona, New York, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Texas and Nevada. There is
even an exhibition race to be held in Suzuka, Japan at the end of the 1996 Winston Cup schedule, called the
NASCAR Suzuka Thunder Special 100.

Oh well, these are cars, weÂ�ll never drive, infact only rarely are we even allowed to touch them, but we flock
to auto show and raceways by the Millions in the case of major international show and NASCAR events. So we
go to the shows just for the opportunity to see these concepts and NASCARs to see them, and dream of the day
we might actually take one for a spin around the block, But, Unlike it's counter part, the Skateboard,, Which
was made for fun and transportation, has not changed since the 60Â�s, until Now.

Bey-Tech is the sole owner, manufacturer and distributor of Bey-Boards, Custom Skateboards. Bey-Tech's
proprietary, patented skateboard designs, currently includes over 26 skateboards the world has not seen. So
we've decided to Change the appearance of this Antique Board and bring an New look into The 21st Century,
with The RoadsterBey & Our NASCAR Series SkateBoard Cars @ www.bey-tech.com

Let's face it, If you were young, and had no money , the closest thing to racing NASCAR, was a downhill run
on Skateboards, with you and your Buddies, but times has Changed, and so does Things.

A Little SkateBoard History:
Skateboarding has rich history of innovation and is full of intriguing stories. Many of these stories are
documented in many books in great detail. However I will provide you with a short overview of the humble
beginning of Skateboarding.
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The first type of skateboards were actually more like scooters. These contraptions, which date back to the early
1900Â�s featured roller skate wheels attached to a two by four. Often the wood had a milk crate nailed to it
with handles sticking out control. Over the next five decades kids changed the look of the scooter and took off
the crate and started cruising on two by fours with steel wheels. Ten of thousands of rollerskates were
dismantled and joyfully hammered on to planks of wood.

In the 1950Â�s modifications were made to the trucks ( the devise that hold the wheels ) and kids started to
maneuver more easily. Towards the late 1950Â�s, surfing became increasingly popular and people began to tie
surfing together with cruising on a Board. By 1959, the first roller Derby skateboard was for sale. Clay wheels
entered the picture and side walk surfing began to take root.

Ready for the TimeWarp Travel:
From 1900 to 2005 a lot has changed, every since the introduction of High Tech Custom Electric Skateboards -
A Revolution in Technology!

Electric skateboards with custom parts are one of the newest developments in the Personal Electric Vehicle
market. Small electric vehicle are something new, and the custom electric skateboard is one of the leaders of the
revolution. These super specialized boards are sought after by X-Gamers for their exciting thrill ride.

With the sport of skateboarding growing in popularity nationwide and internationally, itÂ�s only natural that
the equipment would progress beyond the traditional push-powered board and four wheels. The future of
skateboarding is here with the development of Custom Electric skateboards and Bey-Tech is Leading the edge
in personal motorized vehicles - featuring a flawless Hand remote control that operates both acceleration and
braking to provide you with the ride of your life, thereÂ�s over 26 Patent Designs that the world has not seen
until Now.

Bey-Tech has combined the thrill of NASCAR and Skateboarding together, thats right, YourOwn Personal
RoadsterBey or NASCAR Electric Skateboard Car. Riding a electric Bey-Board is Skateboarding without your
feet ever touching the Ground! These Boards are Just one of the Hottest New Extreme Toys in Bey-TechÂ�s
Collection. These Customized electric skateboards are handcrafted and individually tuned, with a maximum
speed of at least 22 mph, pin-point turning radius, acceleration to top speeds in four seconds and a minimum
range of 10-15 miles on a single, four to six hour charge.

The Bey-Techmotor is Â�regenerativeÂ� in that it recharges while braking and no personal motorized
vehicles on the market has such precision touch remote control. But perhaps the most attractive aspect of the
Bey-Boards is Zero Emission and a virtually silent motor combining to create a 100-percent Environmentally
Friendly urban machine.
Be the first to experience a ride like no other, History is about to be made.

Look for our, Gravity Hayabusa SkateBoard Bike.

For more Information & Pictures, visit our web site
@ www.bey-tech.com

Toll free Phone # 1-800-850-0779

Warning: These electric skateboards are designed to be high speed, extreme machines and should be operated
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with extreme care, motorized skateboards are illegal on many public roads. Owners of these boards assume all
risks of operation. Helmet, gloves, and leathers are highly recommended, but, Most Importantly, Have Fun!

p.s. Sponsors & Manufacturers are Welcomed,
Hit while the Irons Hot.

# # #
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Contact Information
Jamaal Bey
BEY-TECH
http://www.bey-tech.com
1-800-850-0779

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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